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ON DATA REPRESENTATION AND USE 
IN A TEMPORAL RELATIONAL DBMS 
Abstract 
Numerous proposals for extending the relational data model to incorporate the temporal 
dimension of data have appeared over the past decade. It has long been known that these 
proposals have adopted one of two basic approaches to the incorporation of time into the 
extended relational model. Recent work formally contrasted the expressive power of these two 
approaches, termed temporally ungrouped and temporally grouped, and demonstrated that the 
temporally grouped models are more expressive. IN the temporally ungrouped models, the 
temporal dimension is added through the addition of some number of distinguished attributes to 
the schema of each relation, and each tuple is "stamped" with temporal values for these attributes. 
By contrast, in temporally grouped models the temporal dimension is added to the types of values 
that serve as the domain of each ordinary attribute, and the application's schema is left intact. 
The recent appearance of TSQL2, a temporal extension to the SQL-92 standard based upon the 
temporally ungrouped paradigm, means that it is likely that commercial DBMS's will be extended 
to support time in this weaker way. Thus the distinction between these two approaches - and its 
impact on the day-to-day user of a DBMS - is of increasing relevance to the database practitioner 
and the database user community. In this paper we address this issue from the practical 
perspective of such a user. Through a series of example queries and updates, we illustrate the 
differences between these two approaches and demonstrate that the temporally grouped approach 
more adequately captures the semantics of historical data. 
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1 Introduction 
Many database applications deal with temporal data. Virtually any on-line transaction processing 
system, such as airlines reservation, credit card approval, or an electronic banking system, collects 
ail3 ,processes temporal data. Other examples would include human resources applications contain- 
ing employment and compensation histories, financial applications, various scientific databases, and 
data warehousing. 
Over the years, organizations have been storing this temporal data in "traditional" databases, 
using such relational DBMS's as DB2, Oracle, or Ingres, that do not provide ariy special support for 
managing temporal data beyond handling the data type DATE. The needed functionality for storing 
and querying temporal data was achieved by treating time as just another column in a relational 
table and simulating temporal database queries with regular SQL queries whenever this was possible, 
or resorting to  programming using embedded SQL facilities [Elmasri and Navathe, 19941 whenever 
these temporal queries could not be implemented in SQL directly [Chalfin, 19941. Since both of these 
solutions produced unnecessarily complicated queries, such an approach resulted in an excessive time 
and resource consuming application development efforts and in more error-prone applications. 
Although cumbersome and difficult, this solution has out of necessity been the norm in the 
p;.st [Chalfin, 19941. However, competitive pressures arid new trends in information systems, such 
as establishment of virtual corporations, automation of increasingly complex transactions, and 
developments of inter-organizational systems, force businesses to  develop more cornplex database 
applications and at a faster speed. For this reason, implementing temporal database applications, 
such as trend analysis, audit trails, data warehousing and technical analysis in financial applications, 
with standard relational databases that do not provide any special support for time appears rnore 
and more as a loosing proposition. As McFadden and I-loffer observe in their textbook or1 database 
management [McFadden and Hoffer, 1994, p. 1401: 
"We have discussed the problem of time-dependent data with managers in several orga- 
nizations who are considered leaders in the use of data modeling and database manage- 
ment. These discussions revealed that current data models (and database management 
systems based on those models) are generally inadequate in handling time-dependent 
data, and that organizations often ignore this problem and hope that the resulting 
inaccuracies balance out," 
Over more than the past decade, there has been a growing body of research in the area of 
temporal databases aimed at addressing this problem. In fact, a growing series of bibliographies 
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keeping track of the published research on the subject ([Bolour et al., 19821, [McKenzie, 19861, 
[Stam and Snodgrass, 19881, [Soo, 19911,and [Kline, 1993)) shows exponential growth! All of this 
research has contributed to our understanding of many of the facets of this interesting and important 
area in the management of data. At the same time, it has led to a growing consensus in how temporal 
data ought to be modeled and queried, and this consensus has led t o  considerable government 
and industry interest in the development of appropriate standards. Such standards (as any other 
database standards) would be able to reduce training costs, provide for more portable and longer 
lasting applications, and reduce dependency on a single vendor [McFadden and Hoffer, 1994, p. 
2851. 
The need for a standardized view of modeling temporal information was recently recognized by 
h,>th DARPA and NSF. In the summer of 1993 they sponsored a three-day international workshop 
ai,~led at developing a consensus on the logical and physical requirements for modeling temporal in- 
formation in the  next generation of SQL database management systems [Pissinou et al., 19941. This 
workshop had 45 participants, including academic researchers, government observers, and represen- 
tatives of some major vendors of database software. An outgrowth of this workshop was the creation 
of the TSQL2 Language Design Committee, whose mission was to  develop an extension of the lan- 
guage SQL-92, called WQL2,  to incorporate treatment of the temporal dimension into SQL-92. The 
committee has issued a report [Snodgrass et al., 1994b1 containing a complete syntactic extension to  
SQL, for which informal semantics has been provided via a series of "commentaries" some of which 
were also published as separate reports, such as "A TSQL2 Tutorial7' ([Snodgrass et al., 1994a]), "A 
Consensus Glossary of Temporal Database Concepts" ([Jensen et al., 19941). Finally, the complete 
description of the TSQL2 language is presented in the book [Snodgrass, 19951. 
It was the goal of DARPA and NSF, and it is expected by the committee, that  their report will 
have a widespread impact on the SQL industry. Specifically, it is expected that there will so011 be 
1 SQL2 implementations, upwardly compatible with SQL-92 ([Snodgrass et al., 1994b]), supplied by 
a .(umber of major database vendors. It is also expected that the recommendations of this committee 
will significantly impact the proposal for SQL3, which is currently in the design stage but for which 
there is already an ISO-ANSI Working Draft ([Committee, 19931). Thus, organizations interested 
in managing temporal data need to  be aware of what is in the proposed TSQL2 standard, a ~ d  
perhaps have their voice heard before the  SQL3 language design is finalized. 
In [Clifford et al., 19941 we showed that all of the proposed temporal extensions to the relational 
model were of one of two types, temporally grouped or temporally ungrouped, and we examined 
formally the differences between these two types. In this paper we discuss and explore the practical 
ramifications of the theoretical distinction between these two paradigms of temporal relational data 
modeling for users of commercial DBMS's based on one or the otlier paradigm. In particular, we 
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argue that the temporally ungrouped approach has some severe limitations and that the temporally 
grouped approach, based on viewing temporal data as time series, solves these limitations. It is 
important to  note that,  in order to  be as close as possible to  the SQL-92 standard, the TSQL2 
Design Cornmittee decided to base TSQL2 on the temporally ungrouped paradigm for temporal 
relational data modeling. Therefore, as we shall discuss, the language represents a hybrid between 
I 
an inherently temporally grouped approach and a temporally ungrouped approach that simulates 
grouping by means of an explicit grouping construct (called a surrogate) whose maintenance is 
almost entirely up to the user. While the goal of this compromise solution was clearly stated to be 
the maintenance of "upward compatibility" with the SQL-92 standard, it appears that the design 
decisions made for TSQL2 may have a strong influence on the final design of the temporal component 
of SQL3. We therefore point out some problems with the simulated grouping mechanism that is 
incorporated into TSQL2, and conclude by arguing that inherent support for temporal groupirig at 
the conceptual level is the appropriate model to  adopt for SQL3. 
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In the next section we take a brief aside to 
introduce some basic temporal database terminology, in order t o  put the remainder of the paper 
into perspective. Then in Section 3 we discuss the distinction between the representation of temporal 
information in temporally grouped and temporally ungrouped models. Finally, we look at how the 
differences between these two representation paradigms affect how users update (Section 4) and 
query (Section 5) the information in the database. We conclude in Section 6 with a summary of 
our discussion and some directions for future research. 
2 Temporal Databases 
In this section we provide an overview of the major issues that arise in the  modeling of temporal 
information, and discuss approaches for dealing with them in the temporal data models that have 
been proposed in the literature. [Tansel et al., 19931 presents a good overview of the state of the 
art of the field of temporal databases, and indicates directioris for future research. 
2.1 Kinds of Time 
A dominant area of research on temporal databases has focused on the proper way of incorporating 
tllite as an intrinsic component of the underlying data model. Since perhaps the dissertation of 
BenZvi [Ben-Zvi, 19821, it has been recognized that multiple temporal dimensions can be associatect 
with data. Thus, one distinguishing characteristic of temporal data models is the number and kind 
of temporal dimensions supported. Among the dimensions that have been proposed, it is widely 
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accepted that  there are two principle temporal dimensions t o  data  stored in a temporal database, 
the valid t ime  of t he  da ta  and the transaction t ime of the data. Although the  representation of the 
temporal dimensions may vary depending upon the particular model considered, typically they are 
represented either as a collection of t ime points or of t ime intervals. 
Valid Time According t o  [Jensen et al., 1992, Jensen et al., 19941, "the valid t ime  of a fact (i.e., 
datum) is the t ime when that  fact is true in the modeled reality." Most of the temporal data  models 
that have appeared in the literature have incorporated valid t ime as the  single temporal dimen- 
sion. These data  models, commonly called valid-time or historical models, and sometimes real-world 
time, intrinsic time, logical time, or data  t ime models include, among others, the  models proposed 
in [Jones and Mason, 1980, Ben-Zvi, 1982, Clifford and Warren, 1983, Ariav, 1986, Tansel, 1986, 
Clifford and Croker, 1987, Lorentzos, 1987, Snodgrass, 1987, Gadia, 1988a, Navathe and Ahmed, 1989, 
S;*cda, 19901. 
Transaction Time According t o  [Jensen et al., 19921, " t he  transaction t ime of a database fact 
is the t ime when the  fact is current in the  database and may be retrieved." Unlike valid time, 
transaction time is not under the explicit control of the  user. For example, it could correspond 
to  the  transaction t imes tamps  used t o  serialize a system's set of transactions, and it cannot be 
changed. Transaction time, also called registration time, extrinsic time, physical time, transaction 
commit time, or database time, is used to  model the changing s tate  of the  database's knowledge 
of its facts and when they became known. Few of temporal da t a  models tha t  have appeared in 
the literature have incorporated only the  transaction t ime dimension. These da ta  models, called 
either transaction-time or rollback models, include the models proposed in [Jensen et al., 1989, 
Lomet and Salzberg, 19921. 
Both Valid Time and Transaction Time There have been a few models, called bite,mporal 
ddta models in [Jensen et al., 19921, which have incorporated both temporal dimensions, including 
[:)en-Zvi, 1982, Snodgrass, 1987, McKenzie and Snodgrass, 1991, Gadia, 19921. Moreover, a few 
models have tried to  generalize the notion of temporal dimensions of data  to  a general treatment 
of data  dimensions, for example the  spatial dimension, or the observer dimension. Models of this 
variety include [Clifford, 19921, [Gadia and Nair, 19931, and [Lorentzos, 19931. 
2.2 Different Manners of Incorporating Time 
Another aspect which has distinguished temporal data  models in the  literature relates t o  the  manner 
in which the temporal dimensions are incorporated into a data  model. Specifically, how is the 
temporal dimension associated with a given ('fact," and what constitutes a "fact" in the first place. 
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Two general approaches have been taken to this problem. 
Attribute Timestamping In this approach, the "fact" with which a temporal dimension is 
as.;ociated is considered to be the value of an attribute. The resulting time-varying attribute can 
thus be viewed as a function from the temporal dimension into the underlyi~lg domain of values for 
t k ~ t  'attribute. For example, an Employee's SALARY would, in this approach, be viewed not as a 
single value such as $35,000, but rather as a function which, for each time, specifies the  employee's 
salary at that time. For example, the salary function of a particular employee might specify a 
salary of $30,000 from 1987 through 1989, $32,500 from 1990 through 1992, and $35,000 from 1993 
through the present. Since attribute timestamping essentially amounts to treating as a fundamental 
data type what in statistics is called a time series, it has long been recognized that in this approach 
relations are no longer in first normal form. 
Tuple Timestamping In this approach, a "fact" is considered to be a tuple, and the temporal 
dimension is associated with all of the information in the (full) tuple. This approach has often been 
referred to in the literature as "tuple tirnestamping." Depending on the model being considered, 
anywhere from one ([Lorentzos, 19871) to two ([Sarda, 19931) l o  four ([Snodgrass, 19871) or even 
five [Ben-Zvi, 1982, Gadia, 19931 distinguished temporal attributes have been incorporated into the  
schema to  "ti~nestamp" each tuple. For example, a tuple for an employee might look something 
like <John, Marketing, $35,000, 1988> in one such model, or <John, Marketing, $35,000, 1988, 
1990> in another. Since the temporal dimension is associated with the full tuple, each timestamp 
can be viewed as a d i s t ingu i shed  attribute of the tuple and the relation can still, as these examples 
illustrate, be kept in first normal form. 
Comparison of Two Approaches In [Clifford et al., 19941 we explored the difference between 
the so-called attribute timestamping and tuple timestamping approaches t o  incorporating time into 
the relational model. We termed these two approaches t e m p o r a l l y  grouped and t e m p o r a l l y  u n g r o u p e d ,  
respectively, to more accurately reflect the intent of their modeling approach. We next argued that ,  
contrary to  popular belief, the two approaches were not just "two different ways of doing the same 
thing." In fact we proved that the simple temporally ungrouped models in the literature were n o t  as 
express ive  as the  temporally grouped models. We then demonstrated a technique for augmentirg the 
temporally ungrouped models with an additional explicit grouping attribute which could simulate 
the inherent grouping of the temporally grouped models. 
In the next sections we explore more fully the differences between these two modeling approaches, 
and then demonstrate that  these differences affect the  way that  users must interact with the database 
to perform the ordinary functions of updating and querying the information that it contains. 
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3 Temporally Ungrouped and Temporally Grouped Rela- 
t ional Models 
In this section we discuss and define canonical relational structures for the temporally grouped and 
temporally ungrouped approaches mentioned in Section 2.2. These relational structures are used 
in later sections t o  discuss other aspects of temporal reIationa1 data models, in particular, querying 
and updating. To make the discussion concrete, we first present an example application that  we 
will use throughout the paper in order to illustrate the fundamental difference between these two 
approaches. 
3.1 An Example Enterprise 
Consider the following simplification of a typical business application that might benefit from the 
use of a temporal database. We choose this application because it was used in [Jensen (ed.), 1993) 
to serve as a generic application which was used both to  illustrate the semantics of the data model 
of TSQL2, as well as to  gauge the expressiveness of its query language. The detailed description 
of this application, as taken from [Jensen (ed.), 19931, can be found in the Appendix. It contains 
employment histories ( E M P )  of various persons that worked for an organization, the history of a 
set of departments in that organization (DEPT), and a list of the skills that  employees have. In 
particular, EMP models employment histories by modeling the  histories of their Name, S a l a r y ,  
Gender, and date.of birth (D-birth) attributes. The D E P T  entity models the histories of the de- 
partment's Name and Budget. Moreover, [Jensen (ed.), 19931 describes various relationships between 
these entities, the detailed description of which can be found in the Appendix1. 
To simplify our discussion, we assume that there are only two employees to be modeled i* the 
database. In order to distinguish between an entity, such as an employee, and the value of some 
af I ribute of that entity, such as Name, we will refer to these two employees as ED and DT. Note 
that the histories of ED and DZ are stated here in English, and not in any specific data model, 
so as not to  bias the reader toward any particular representation of this information. Later, iri 
Figures 1 and 2, we will contrast two methods for representing this information in tables in two 
different extended relational models from the literature. 
ED worked in the Toy department from 2/1/82 to 1/31/87, and in the Book department from 
4/1/87 to the present. From 4/1/87 to the present, he managed the Book department. The budget 
'For simplicity of this exposition, all attributes of the database are assumed to be temporal, and to be defined 
over the same time period (what Gadia [Gadia, 1988133 termed temporal homogeneity). In [Clifford et al., 19951 we 
present a more general rnodel that relaxes these restrictions. 
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of that department has been $501< since ED became its manager. ED'S name was "Ed" from 
2/1/82 to  12/31/87, and "Edward" from 1/1/88 to the present. His salary was $20K from 2/1/82 
to 5/31/82, then $30K from 6/1/82 to 1/31/85, then $40K from 2/1/85 to 1/31/87 and 4/1/87 to  
the present. ED is male and was born on 7/1/55. Several skills are recorded for ED. He has been 
qualified for typing since 4/1/82 and qualified for filing since 1/1/85. He was qualified for driving 
$ 
from 1/1/82 to 5/1/82, and from 6/1/84 to  5/31/88. 
DT worked in and managed the Toy department from 1/1/82 to the present. Her name has 
been "Din throughout her employment. The budget of the Toy department was $150K from 1/1/82 
to  7/31/84, $200K from 8/1/84 to 12/31/86, and $loOK from 1/1/87 to the  present. DT's salary 
was $30K from 1/1/82 to  7/31/84, $40K from 8/1/84 to 8/31/86, then $50K from 9/1/86 to  the 
present. DT is female and was born on 10/1/60. 'DZ has been qualified for directing from 1/1/82 
to the present. 
3.2 Temporally Ungrouped Models 
Temporally ungrouped models use the tuple timestamping approach discussed in Section 2.2. These 
models support either valid-time, or transaction-time, or both kinds of time. Following the work of 
[Clifford et al., 19941, we consider only the valid-time temporally ungrouped models in the paper. 
Figure 1 shows an example of one commonly proposed convention for incorporating temporal 
attributes into a 1NF relation. In this approach, each relation is required t o  include among its 
attributes a distinguished temporal attribute ( VALID-TIME) that specifies the interval of temporal 
validity of the corresponding tuple. For example, the tuple (Toy, 150, Di, [1/1/82 - 7/31/84]) from 
Figure l ( b )  specifies that the budget of the Toy department when DT was its manager was 150 
from 1/1/82 until 7/31/84. This interval of temporal validity is also called the lifespan of a tuple 
[Clifford and Croker, 19871. 
The granularity of the lifespan is generally not considered to be an intrinsic property of a model, 
but is more appropriately determined by the application being modeled by a given database. For 
our examples we use the granularity DAY. For other applications SECOND, HOUR, WEEK or-even 
YEAR might be more appropriate. For the  right end-point of the lifespan we assume an additional 
value NOW which is used to denote a moving time reference that always represents the current 
time. 
The temporally ungrouped model is a direct extension of the standard relational model to 
incorporate time. It is simple, easy to understand and compatible with the standard relational 
model. However, the temporally ungrouped model also has certain limitations. 
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(a) EMP 
[ Name I Budget I MgrName I VALID-TIME 
Name 
Ed 
Ed 
Ed 
Ed 
Edward 
Di 
D i 
Di 
Salary 
20 
3 0 
40 
40 
40 
3 0 
40 
5 0 
VALID-TIME 
[2/1/82 - 5/31/82] 
[6/1/82 - 1/31/85] 
[2/1/85 - 1/31/87] 
14/1/87 - 12/31/87] 
[1/1/88 - NOW] 
[1/1/82 - 7/31/84] 
[8/1/84 - 8/31/86] 
[9/1/86 - NOW] 
Gender 
M 
M 
M 
M 
M 
F 
F 
F 
I - - 
(b) DEPT 
Toy 
Toy 
Toy 
Book 
Book 
Figure 1: Temporally Ungrouped Relations EMP and DEPT. 
D-birth 
7/1/55 
7/1/55 
7/1/55 
7/1/55 
7/1/55 
10/1/60 
10/1/60 
10/1/60 
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DeptName 
Toy 
Toy 
Toy 
Book 
Book 
Toy 
Toy 
Toy 
150 
200 
100 
50 
50 
Di 
Di 
Di 
Ed 
Edward 
[1/1/82 - 7/31/84] 
[8/1/84 - 12/31/36) 
11/1/87 - NOW 
L , ,  
[4/1/87 - 12/31'/87] 
11/1/88 - NOW 
A major, although not necessarily obvious, problem with temporally ungrouped models is that 
they lack any inherent mechanism for associating those tuples in a relation that together model the 
same real world object. Most of the proposals found in the literature for such models have, implicitly 
or explicitly, assumed that each object represented in their temporally ungrouped relations could be 
ur:iquely identified by the  values of some subset of the relation's attributes. In other words, these 
t 
models assume that for each object modeled by a relation the values of these attributes, which 
together with the temporal attributes would form a key to the relation, are constant-valued over 
time. For example, in the DEPT relation the combination of NAME and VALID-TIME would 
be assumed to  constitute a key. A direct consequence of this assumption is that,  if a DEPT ever 
changes its NAME, these models would never be able to associate the information from all of the 
tuples with these two different NAMES as belonging to the  same real-world object. 
The problem with this approach is that the specification of such a set of attributes in a relation 
is based on the semantics of an application; it is not an inherent property of a relation. Further, 
requiring the use of such attributes runs counter to the spirit of the  goals of temporal databases 
to  store information as it evolves over time, and as our knowledge about it evolves over time. 
Specifically, we believe that a temporal data model should not assume a priori that  every application 
can identify a set of attributes which are assured to  remain unchanged over time. Even attributes 
that we may intuitively feel to  be time-invariant, such as a social security number or financial 
security identifiers such as CUSIP, are in the real world known to  change. Note that in the EMP 
relation the  Name attribute, the obvious choice for identifying an employee, is not appropriate since 
at some point in time, ED changed his name from Ed to  Edward. 
Thus, in temporally ungrouped models, if for some application no such set of attributes can be 
specified, the connections between tuples in a relation that relate to  the same employee, may be 
lost. In the next section we discuss a type of temporal model that remedies this problem inherent 
in the temporally ungrouped models. 
3.3 Temporally Grouped Models 
A second set of proposals for extending the  relational model ([Clifford, 1982, Tansel, 1986, 
Clifford and Croker, 1987, Gadia, 1988a, Grandi and Scalas, 19911) breaks free of the first normal 
form constraint of the standard relational data model. Under these proposals it becomes possible 
to represent all of the data pertaining to a real world object in a single historical tuple whicfi groups 
toqether all of the information about that object. It is for this reason that  we call these models 
temporally grouped. 
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In a temporally grouped model there are no additional distinguished temporal attributes. Rather, 
each tuple of a temporally grouped relation can contain multiple values for each of its attributes, 
because each value is associated with a time interval that indicates the time for which the associated 
value is (or was) valid. Figure 2 shows the temporally grouped analogs of the temporally ungrouped 
relations in Figure 1. 
There are several obvious differences between temporally grouped relations and their temporally 
ungrouped counterparts. Looking at the temporally grouped EMP relation we see first that each 
real-world entity represented in the temporally grouped variant is modeled by a single tuple. Second, 
there are no timestamp attributes. The interval in which each value is valid, i.e., its lifespan, is 
incorporated along with the value, and (because of homogeneity) the aggregate or union of the 
intervals of all the attributes of a tuple are equivalent. For example ED has a value for each 
ariribute for every time in the intervals [2/1/82 - 1/31/87] and [4/1/87 - N O W .  
Finally, we wish t o  make two points with respect to the temporally grouped paradigm and 
the model presented here. First, it is clear that there is a relationship between the grouped vs. 
ungrouped dichotomy of temporal relations, on the one hand, and the more general dichotomy 
of the First vs. Non-First Normal Form (1NF and NlNF) relations [Jaeschke and Schek, 19821, 
[Roth et al., 19881, [Tansel and Garnett, 19921 on the other hand. However, we believe that the 
contrasting approaches of handling time in either a I N F  (tuple-timestamping, or temporally un- 
grouped) or a NlNF (attribute time-stamping or temporally grouped) fashion can be viewed as 
orthogonal and in some sense independent of the  choice of the representation of the data itself. I11 
other words, a temporally grouped model is only NlNF in the way that it incorporates the temporal 
dimension (allowing time series as a primitive data type, and providing decomposing operators t o  
access the domain and the range of these time series functions). Thus, for example, the model 
that we discuss in this paper is temporally grouped, but is not a fully N l N F  model, whereas the 
teviporally grouped model of Tansel ([Tansel, 19931) is fully NlNF. 
Second, for reasons of simplicity - and to  make a more direct comparison with tlie temporally 
ungrouped approach - we have here modeled each attribute as taking a time series as a value, 
including an arguably time-invariant attribute as Gender, and a clearly temporally valued attribute 
as D-birth. In [Clifford et al., 19951 we consider a more general temporally grouped inhomogeneous 
model which allows for attribute values of three different sorts: simple values, time values, and 
time-series values. 
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Name 
{[2/1/82-1/31/87], 
[4/1/87-12/31/87]) 
i. Ed 
[1/1/88-NOW]) 
-+ Edward 
(a )  EMP 
S a l a r y  
{[2/1/82-5/31/82]) 
-+ 20 
{[6/1/82-1/31/85]) 
+ 30 
{[2/1/85-1/31/87], 
[4/1/87-NOW]) 
-+ 40 
{[1/1/82-7/31/84]} 
-+ 30 
{[8/1/84-8/31/86]) 
i 40 
{[9/1/86-NOW]} 
-i 50 
Name 
{[4/1/87-NOW]) 
-+ Book 
Gender 
{[2/1/82-1/31/87], 
[4/1/87-NOW]) 
+ M  
{[1/1/82-NOW]) 
-+ F 
D-bir th  
{[2/1/82-1/31/87], 
[4/1/87-NOW]) 
-+ 7/1/55 
{[1/1/82-NOW]} 
- 10/1/60 
Budget 
{[1/1/82-7/31/84]) 
(b)  DEPT 
MgrName 
{[1/1/82-NOW]) 
-+ 150 
{[8/1/84-12/31/86]) 
-+ 200 
{[1/1/87-NOW]) 
-i 100 
{[4/1/87-NOW]) 
-+ 50 
DeptName 1 
{ [4/1/87-NOW]) 
-+ Book 
i Di 
{[4/1/87-12/31/87] 
-+ Ed 
{[1/1/88-NOW]) 
i Edward 
Figure 2: Temporally Grouped Relations EMP and D E P T  
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3.4 Surrogates and Keys 
The goal of any data model is to appropriately and adequately model the "objects" (in a neutral 
sense, indicating entities and/or relationships) of interest to its users. In order to achieve this goal, 
it is necessary that the model be able to uniquely identify and reference data associated with each 
object being modeled. In the traditional relational data model this association was accomplished 
through the use of primary keys. 
In a temporal data model, which is intended to model the history of objects over some period 
of time, it is possible that there is no collection of attributes of an object that remains constant 
over time. That  is, it is possible that there is no time-invariant key. For example, although iri the 
conceptual model discussed in the previous section no two employees are assumed to  have the same 
name a t  the same point in time ( ~ a m e  is an entity key), it is possible that at some point an employee 
does undergo a name change. In fact, in the data instance associated with this conceptual model, 
£2) undergoes a name change on 1/1/88 from Ed to Edward. 
The proposal in [Snodgrass et al., 19941 addresses this issue when it assumes that  Name in the 
EMP relation is only a snapshot primary key, i.e. it determines uniquely the rest of the tuple only 
at individual time values2. Moreover, [Snodgrass et al., 19941 goes on to say that 
It is emphasized that the notion of key does not capture correspondence between at- 
tribute values and the real-world objects they represent. As one consequence, it is 
possible in this ER schema, e.g., for an employee t o  change N a m e  attribute value over 
time. 
Since it is ~oss ib le  that all of the data attributes associated with an object can vary over time, 
tlle adequacy of a temporal relational extension should, in part, be judged on its ability to identify 
in its temporal relational structure all of the data associated with a given object modeled in that  
relation. In order to distinguish the identification of objects modeled by a temporal relation and 
the methods used to identify tuples in a relation, we will use the term surrogate (first introduced 
in [Codd, 19791 ) to  refer to a unique object identifier, and key to  refer to  a collection of one or 
more relation (data) attributes that are used to  uniquely identify tuples in a relation (the usual 
definition). 
It is our belief that user-defined, time-invariant keys, are impractical ill temporal databases, and 
are contrary to  the spirit of a temporal database - storing information as it  evolves over time, and 
"ore precisely, for any tirne value t ,  Name, as i t  is known a t  t ime t ,  uniquely determines the rest of the attributes 
taken a t  time t [Snodgrass et al., 19941. 
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as our knowledge about it evolves over time. It is well-known that there are 110 good time-invariant 
keys; even such invented keys as SSN's have to be changed occasionally. In a temporal database, 
tilerefore, it is unreasonable to impose this strict requirement. Thus, the temporal database com- 
nrunity developed the notion of a snapshot key [Jensen et al., 19941 as the appropriate extension to  
the temporal case of the notion of a relational key in so-called static or snapshot relations. 
However, this illustrates an obvious problem with temporally ungrouped models - with the 
information about some real-world entity or relationship stored in multiple tuples, how does a user 
get all the information about the objects of interest? The traditional function of a key, providing 
unique identification of the record (tuple) for a desired object, can no longer be relied upon. By 
contrast, the key t o  a relation in the temporally grouped approach is in fact a temporal function. 
In the  EMP relation, for example, no two employees can have the same Name history, nor can two 
different employees have the same Name at the same point in time, though the same Napme could 
be used by different employees at different points in time. 
Group id's or surrogates, a special type maintained carefully by the system to  function as time- 
invariant identifiers, were proposed as a solution to this problem in temporally ungrouped models 
([Clifford et al., 19941). In the next section we illustrate how group IDS can be added to  a temporally 
ungrouped model, to  simulate the inherent grouping of the temporally grouped models. 
3.5 Temporally Ungrouped Models With Surrogates 
An alternative, and temporally ungrouped, approach to relating all of the  data in a relatior~ that 
pertains to  a single object was proposed in [Clifford et al., 19941. In this approach, which can 
be viewed as a compromise between the temporally ungrouped models discussed earlier and the 
temporally grouped model discussed in the previous section, a second type of distinguished attribute, 
a grouping attribute that we label ID is incorporated into each temporally ungrouped relation. 
The grouping attribute ID serves the role of a surrogate that is used to  bind together, through 
the use of a unique and time-invariant value, all of the tuples of a temporally ungrouped relation 
that relate t o  a single real world object. For example, in the EMP relatior~ of Figure 3 the fillst 
five tuples all pertain to a single employee. Thus we have give11 each of these tuples the same ID 
value, 100. 
In the proposal of [Clifford et al., 19943 the value of ID is system-generated and systenz-maintained, 
and the actual values are available in only a very restricted way to the user. In addition, it was 
shown that with certain rather strict constraints on the use of the surrogates, these attributes are 
adequate for binding together a collection of tuples that pertain to a single real-world object. We 
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Figure 3: Temporally Ungrouped Relation EMP with Surrogates 
emphasize tha t  [Clifford et  al., 19941 was not  a proposal t o  incorporate surrogates as a user-level, 
conceptual model construct. Rather, in that work we showed tha t  without the  addition of some 
new construct, the temporally ungrouped models as proposed in the literature are strictly less ex- 
pressive than the  temporally grouped models. Surrogates were introduced there as a purely formal 
mechanism for proving that  it was possible to  add one additional column, with certain constraints, 
to  achieve a formally equivalent model. In this paper we will argue in detail tha t  the  inherently 
temporally grouped approach is a more natural conceptual level model. 
+ 
The TSQL2 language proposal supports a surrogate type in a manner similar to  the technique 
proposed in [Clifford et  al., 19941. However, TSQL2 proposes surrogates as a conceptual model 
construct, i.e., surrogate support is not fully automatic. Specifically, TSQL2 supports a data  type 
SURROGATE which the  user is free t o  incorporate (or not) into some or all of the base tables. 
The  values of a SURROGATE attribute are assigned and removed by the system; the  user cannot 
modify or even "see" them. The  only operation allowed on the SURROGATE type is comparison for 
equality. Surrogates can appear in the  SELECT clause of a nested query but  not in the outermost 
SELECT statement. 
Name 
Ed 
Ed 
Ed 
Ed 
Edward 
Di 
Di 
Di 
ID 
100 
100 
100 
-- 
100 
100 
101 
101 
101 
TSQL2 provides a good approach t o  handling temporal grouping through the use of surrogates. 
However, it partially delegates the  task of defining and maintaining temporal grouping to  the user 
by letting him or her define SURROGATE attributes in temporal relations, and  allowing ex-plic_lt 
reference to  surrogates in queries rather than letting the DBMS define and maintain temporal 
grouping entirely on its own. This approacll requires more of a user and, therefore, is more error- 
prone than the alternative approach of letting the  DBMS handle grouping. Further~nore, TSQL2's 
solution to  t he  temporal grouping problem has some other problems tha t  we discuss in Section 5. 
In the rest of the paper, we will explore updates and queries in the  context of the  temporally 
Salary 
20 
3 0 
40 
40 
40 
3 0 
40 
5 0 
grouped/ temporally ungrouped modeling distinction. 
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Gender 
M 
M 
M 
M 
M 
F 
F 
F 
D-birth 
7/1/55 
7/1/55 
7/1/55 
7/1/55 
7/1/55 
10/1/60 
10/1/60 
10/1/60 
Dept 
Toy 
Toy 
Toy 
Book 
Book 
Toy 
Toy 
Toy 
TIME 
[2/1/82 - 5/31/82] 
[6/1/82 - 1/31/85] 
[2/1/85 - 1/31/87] 
14/1/87 - 12/31/87] 
[1/1/88 - N O W  
[1/1/82 - 7/31/84] 
18/1/84 - 8/31/86] 
[9/1/86 - N O W  
4 Updates in Temporally Grouped and Ungrouped Mod- 
els 
In this section we discuss the process of updating a temporal database and highlight the differences 
between updating in the temporally grouped and temporally ungrouped approaches. To be specific, 
consider the case of our employee ED who, as we discussed in Section 3.1, works for our enterprise. 
ED began his employment on 2/1/82, and wanted t o  be known by the name "Ed". Sometime on 
or about 1/1/88 our employee ED informs his company that as of 1/1/88 he wants his name to  be 
"Edward." 
We claim that such a change (and we use this specific change merely as an illustrative example) is 
supported in a temporally grouped model in a more direct and natural way t h a ~ i  n the temporally 
ungrouped model. To substantiate this claim, let us consider this change in the context of the 
temporally grouped and temporally ungrouped models, respectively. 
In the temporally ungrouped model, the information about ED before his request for a name 
change might look like the following: 
whereas in the temporally grouped case, the same information would be represented as: 
1 Name I Salary 
Name 
Ed 
Ed 
Ed 
Ed 
Gender 
DeptName 
Toy 
Toy 
Toy 
Book 
D-birth DeptName 
[4/1/87-NOW]) 
-+ 7/1/55 { [4/1/87-NOW]) 
-+ Book 
V 
{[2/1/82 - 5/31/82]) 
{[6/1/82 - 1/31/85]) 
{[2/1/85 - 1/31/87]) 
{[4/1/87 - NOW])  
S a l a r y  
20 
30 
40 
40 
In the case of a temporally ungrouped model, the change of ED'S name would involve the 
following steps: (a) stop the  validity of the Name "Ed" for ED, and (b) start the  validity of the 
Name "Edward" for this same employee. More specifically, the following operations are required: 
Gender 
M 
M 
M 
M 
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D - b i r t h  
7/1/55 
7/1/55 
7/1/55 
7/1/55 
1. Modify the  temporal component of the "current7' tuple for ED changing the interval of its 
validity from { [ 4 / 1 / 8 7  - N O W ] }  to  { [ 4 / 1 / 8 7  - 1 2 / 3 1 / 8 7 ] ) .  This operation is called a "logical 
delete." 
2. Insert a new tuple for ED whose values for all of the user-defined attributes other than N a m e  
'I are copied from the current ED tuple, whose value for N a m e  is "Edward", and whose interval 
of validity is { [ 1 / 1 / 8 8  - N O W ] } .  
These two actions a t  the conceptual level can be achieved in TSQ1,2 with a single operation, 
1- PDATE: 
UPDATE Emp 
SET NAME TO ( ( E d w a r d  ) VALID PERIOD [1/1/88, NOW] 
WHERE Name = ( ( E d )  ' VALID 1/1/88 
This operation "deletes" the tuple for ED which is valid on 1 / 1 / 8 8  by terminating its valid t ime 
and inserts a new tuple for ED into E m p  relation with the value of N a m e  being "Edward" and the 
temporal validity interval [ 1 / 1 / 8 8 ,  NOW]. These two changes result in the following informati011 
for ED in the database: 
I Name I S a l a r v  I G e n d e r  I D - b i r t h  I DeptName I V 1 
In the case of a temporally grouped model, the DBMS would have to  take only the  following 
single action: 
I 
Ed 
Ed 
Ed 
Ed 
Edward 
I\/Iodify the value of the  N a m e  attribute of ED'S tuple, terminating the validity of the name 
"Ed" as of 12 /31 /87 ,  and initiating the validity of the  name "Edward" as of 1 /1 /88 .  
While this update could be expressed in the update  language of a temporally grouped model in 
precisely the same way, the  action taken would, unlike in the  case of the temporally ungrouped 
model, be localized t o  a single attribute N a m e ,  a ~ ~ d  would result in the following new value for 
ED'S N a m e  attribute: 
20 
3  0  
40 
40 
40 
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M 
M 
M 
M 
M 
{ [ 2 / 1 / 8 2  - 5 / 3 1 / 8 2 ] )  
{ [ 6 / 1 / 8 2  - 1 / 3 1 / 8 5 ] )  
{ [ 2 / 1 / 8 5  - 1 / 3 1 / 8 7 ] )  
{ [ 4 / 1 / 8 7  - 12 /31 /87]}  
{ [ 1 / 1 / 8 8  - N O W 1 1  
I 
7 / 1 / 5 5  
7 / 1 / 5 5  
7 / 1 / 5 5  
7 / 1 / 5 5  
7 / 1 / 5 5  
Toy 
Toy 
Toy 
Book 
Book 
I Name 
{[2/1/82-1/31/87], 
[4/1/87- 12/31/87] ) 
{[1/1/88-NOW]) 
4 Edward 
If we compare the effects of updates in the  temporally grouped and the temporally ungrouped 
models, we observe tha t  the update of an attribute in the temporally grouped model is localized to  
that  attribute only and does not produce any new tuples. Note that  this is in line with what t he  user 
intuitively expects from this type of an update. In coritrast to  this, the update in the  temporally 
ungrouped model creates a new tuple and, thus, its efFects are not  limited only t o  t he  attribute 
being updated. This type of behavior is clearly counterintuitive t o  what an update should do from 
the end-user standpoint, i.e., make changes only t o  a single attribute. In addition, t he  update  for 
the temporally ungrouped case is more involved than the update for the  temporally grouped case 
at the implementation level because it requires an insertion of a new tuple. 
5 Querying Temporally Grouped and Ungrouped Models 
As we did in the  previous section for updates, we explain in this section how temporally grouped 
and ungrouped models can be  queried and highlight the  differences between temporally grouped and 
ungrouped query languages. We begin our presentation with a query language for the temporally 
grouped model. 
5.1 Querying Temporally Grouped Models 
There have been several query languages proposed for tlie temporally grouped model in the 
past, including [Clifford and Tansel, 1985, Tansel, 1986, Clifford and Croker, 1987, Gadia, 1988a, 
Grandi and Scalas, 19911. In [Clifford et  al., 19943, a temporal calculus for the temporally grouped 
model, Lh, was presented, and it was argued tha t  this calculus has all tlie minimally necessary 
important features that  a temporally grouped model should have. Therefore, i t  was argued that  
this language should serve as a basis for the temporally  grouped historical relational completeness,  
i.e. this language should serve as a "greatest common denominator" of te~nporal ly  grouped query 
languages. 
To give a flavor of tliis language, we provide examples of some of the queries expressed in Lh. 
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However, t o  make the  presentation more intuitive, we present these queries using SQL-like syntax 
that  is less technical than the syntax of Lh. We call this language SQLh. 
Example 1 Find names and salary histories of employees who worked in the  Toy department on 
July, 4, 1987. 
SELECT EMP.Name, EMP.Salary : Time2 
FROM EMP : Timel ,  Time2 
WHERE EMP.DeptName.Time1 = "Toy" AND Time1 = "7/4/87" 
This SQLh query first finds all the temporally grouped tuples of employees that  or1 7/4/87 had 
DeptName = "Toy." Then for these tuples it retrieves employee's name and salary histories. This 
query on our example database from Figure 2(a) returns the following answer: 
The  syntax of this query can be interpreted as follows. EMP in the FROM clause of this query 
can be interpreted as a historical tuple (see Section 3) ranging over the temporally grouped relation 
with the  same name (EMP).  For example, in the EMP relation from Figure 2(a),  historical variable 
E%IP can be associated either with the first tuple (ED) or with the second tuple (DZ). Then the 
expression "EMP : TIME1, TIME2" in the  FROM clause means tha t  TIME1 and TIME2 are 
temporal variables ranging over the lifespan of t he  tuple EMP. For example, if EMP is associated 
with D Z  in Figure 2(a), then TIME1 and TIME2 range over the lifespan [1/1/82 - NOW]. Then 
the expression EMP.DeptName.Time1 = "Toy" is interpreted as follows. For some t ime Timel  
ranging over the lifespan of historical tuple EMP, the value of the attribute DeptName a t  that 
t ime (Timel)  is equal to  "Toy." Then the  SELECT clause says that  we want t o  retrieve Name 
and Salary attributes of all the historical tuples EMP restricted to  those times Tirne2 that  sat idy 
the conditions of the WHERE clause. Note tha t  in this case the WHERE clause imposes only 
restrictions on the  historical variable EMP (e.g. only the tuple correspmding t o  DZ is retrieved). 
There is no restriction on the temporal variable Time2 (because it does not appear in t h e  WHERE 
clause), and thus Time2 can take any value from the lifespan of EMP; thus the  entire history of the 
tuple appears in the answer. However, this is not true in general, as will be shown in Exarnple 5. 
Name 
[1/1/82 - N O W  -+ Di 
Example 2 Who are the managers of the  departments for whom Ed has worked. 
Salary (K) 
[1/1/82 - 7/31/84] t 30 
[8/1/84 - 8/31/86] -+ 40 
[ 9 / 1 / 8 6 - N O W  -+ 50 
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S E L E C T  E1.Name : Timel 
FROM EMP AS E l  : Time1 , EMP AS E2 : Time2, DEPT : Time2 
WHERE E2.Name.Time2 = ['Ed'' AND E2.DeptName.Time2 = DEPT.Name.Time2 
AND DEPT.MgrName.Time2 = El.Name.Time2 
Thekyntax of this query says that historical variables E l  and E2 range over relation EMP. Moreover, 
temporal variable Timel ranges over the lifespan of E l  and temporal variable Time2 over the lifespan 
of E2 and over the lifespan of historical variable DEPT. Note that the temporal variable Time2 does 
not appear in the  S E L E C T  clause and therefore, as in the standard SQL, is existentially quantified, 
i.e., it is interpreted as "there exists some time Time2 such that ..." (e.g. Name of E2 at that time 
was "Ed"). Note that variable El  ranges over relation EMP, and refers to the manager's record in 
that relation. This means, among other thir~gs, that E1.Name provides the name history of that 
manager (i.e., how manager's name changed over time). Moreover, El.Name : Time1 restricts this 
history to the times Time1 that satisfy the conditions of the WHERE clause (but since Timel does 
not have any restrictions, E1.Name : Time1 returns the entire history of that manager/employee). 
This query finds all the tuples E2 in EMP relation that have "Ed" as one of' the names in their 
lifesparis. Then it joins those tuples with the DEPT relation having the same department name at 
the same time, and retrieves the manager names and the corresponding times from the E l  relation 
that correspond to the joined tuples from the DEPT relation. This query returns the following 
answer evaluated on relations from Figure 2. 
I Name I I 1 
[1/1/82 - NOW] 
[4/1/87 - 12/31/87] 
11/1/88 - NOl/t7 -+ Edward 
As we can see from these examples, SQLh is a temporally grouped language that  operates on 
historical tuples by using historical variables (such as El  and E2 from Example 2). It also supports 
temporal variables, such as Time, Time1 and Time2 from Examples 1 and 2 that  allow accessing 
individual time instances within the  lifespans of historical tuples. 
5.2 Querying Temporally Ungrouped Models 
In Section 1 we discussed the recent proposal of the TSQL2 Language, and the effort in the temporal 
database community to propose this language as the standard query language for the temporally 
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ungrouped da ta  model. Therefore, we will use this language in the paper as a representative example 
of temporally ungrouped auery languages. To give a flavor of this language, we will express the 
queries from Section 5.1 in TSQL2. 
Example 3 Consider the query from Example 1, i.e. "Find names and salary histories of employees 
who worked in the  Toy department on July 4, 1987." It  can be expressed in TSQL2 as 
SELECT E2.Name, E2.Salary 
FROM EMP As El  E2 
WHERE E1.DeptName = "Toy" AND El  contains 1 7/4/87 1 
AND El.Name = E2.Name 
This query uses tuple variabIe El to  find employees who worked in the Toy department on the 
specified date, and then uses tuple variable E2 to  return all of the  historical Name and Salary 
information (in potentially many tuples) about employees with the same Name. T h e  answer to  this 
query evaluated on the  relation from Figure l (a )  is 
Example 4 Consider t h e  query from Example 2, i.e. "Who are the managers of the departments 
for whom Ed has worked." It is expressed in TSQL2 as 
SELECT SNAPSHOT E1.Name 
FROM EMP AS E l  E2; DEPT AS D 
WHERE E2.Name = "Ed" AND E2.DeptJNa,rne = D.Narne AND 
D.MgrName = E1.Name AND E2 overlaps D 
VALID 
11/1/82 - 7/31/84] 
Name 
Di 
In this query, variable E2 corresponds to  Ed's record, and variable D t o  the department in which 
Ed worked a t  some time (condition "E2.DeptName = D.Narne AND E2 overlaps D" assures thrs). 
Moreover, the SNAPSHOT operator returns only the values of t he  application-specific attribute(s) 
(without the corresponding times). 
Salary 
30 
The  answer to  this query is ( Ed,  Di ). 
The  language TSQL2 is upwardly compatible with SQL-92([Snodgrass et al., 1994bl. In additior~ 
to  the regular SQL features, it has extra constructs that  are included in the language in order 
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to  explicitly support time, such as temporal operators "overlaps" and "contains" (in queries from 
Examples 3 and 4) and non-temporal operators, such as SNAPSHOT (in the  query from Example 4). 
5.3 Comparison Between Temporally Grouped and Ungrouped Queries 
1 
In Sections 5.1 and 5.2, we expressed the  same queries in the temporally grouped and the temporally 
ungrouped models. This raises the question about the relationship between temporally grouped and 
ungrouped query languages. It  was formally shown in [Clifford et  al., 19941 tha t  temporally grouped 
models with their query larlguages are more expressive than corresponding temporally ungrouped 
counterparts. In this section, we will illustrate the  differences between temporally grouped and 
ungrouped query languages with some more problematic examples. We will first consider purely 
temporally ungrouped models, and then in Section 5.4 we will discuss how the addition of surrogates 
t o  the model (as in TSQL2) solves some, but not all, of these problems, and in any case place a 
heavy burden on the  user t o  formulate the queries properly. 
E x a m p l e  5 Consider the query 
Find salary histories of people when they worked in the Toy department. 
It can be expressed in SQLh as 
SELECT EMP.Salary : Time 
F R O M  EMP : Time 
WHERE EMP.DeptName.Time = "Toy" 
This query returns the following answer when evaluated against relation EMP from Figure 2(a). 
Salary (K) 
12/1/82 - 5/31/82] t 20 
[6/1/82 - 1/31/85] -+ 30 
[2/1/85 - 1/31/87] -+ 40 
[1/1/82 - 7/31/84] -+ 30 
[8/1/84 - 8/31/86] -+ 40 
[9/1/86 - NOW] -+ 50 
If this query is expressed in TSQL2 in an "obvious" way as 
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SELECT EMP.Salary 
FROM EMP 
WHERE 1EMP.DeptName = "Toy" 
then the answer is 
I Salary I VALID 
Clearly, this answer does not make sense: it does not adequa.tely represent salary histories of 
employees since information on how t o  group salary figures into salary histories is lost. For example, 
the second tuple in the answer corresponds to ID'S salary and the fourth tuple to  DZ's salary. 
However, we cannot make this distinction from the answer. 
30 
40 
30 
40 
5 0 
One can argue that  if you want to  malie this distinction in the terrlporally ungrouped model, 
then you should retrieve person's name iri addition to  t he  salary information. This argunierlt does 
not hold for two reasons. First, in some situations t h e  user does riot want to  sltow employees nallles 
b.,cause of t he  confidentiality of the salary information. Second, as will be sl~own below, tlie problem 
still exists even if the  name is shown, since tlie name can change over time. 
[6/1/82 - 1/31/85] 
12/1/85 - 1/31/87] 
11/1/82 - 7/31/84] 
18/1/84 - 8/31/86] 
19/1/86 - NOW 
The problems with the  answer to this TSQL2 query become even worse if we coalesce the  
resulting relation3 as is typically done in the  temporally ungrouped models. If we coalesce the 
answer above, then we obtain the  relation 
( Salary / VALID 'i 
I 50 1 19/1/86 - NOW I 
Clearly, this relation makes no sense a t  all as the  answer t o  the query presented above. 
"Coalescing is merging one or several tuples with the  same values of non-temporal attributes, whose lifespans 
irltersect, into a single tuple whose lifespan is the  uriion of the  lifespans of the rr~erged tliples. I t  is discussed in 
[McICenzie and Snodgrass, 1991] in the context of merging what are called value-equivalent tuples. 
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T h e  next example illustrates additiortal problems witti asking temporal questions in teniporally 
ungrouped models. 
E x a m p l e  6 Assume we want to find the times when ED was working in the Book department. 
We &an express this request in a kind of "pseudo-SQL" as 
SELECT Time 
FROM Emp 
WHERE in fo rma t ion  i s  about  ED and Department i s  "BookJ'  
When we considered updates to  t he  information in the database, it was reasonable t o  require the 
updater t o  know something about t he  data  in the database to  assure that  the update is performed 
correctly. However, someone querying can reaso~iably be presumed to  know little (or a t  least less) 
about the  database, and is in fact posing a query t o  learn more. So, it seems reasonable t o  demand 
of a ternporal database model tha t  it requires as little as possible of the  queryer. For example, 
expecting the queryer t o  know at least something about ED - like his name a t  some point in tinie 
- in order to  learn more about him seems reasonable, while expecting the queryer t o  know ED8 
name a t  every point in t ime does not. For example, assume that the  queryer knows ED by the 
riame "Ed." Then the  previous query call be  expressed in SQLh as 
S E L E C T  Timel  
F R O M  EMP : Timel ,  Time2 
WHERE EMP.DeptName.Time1 = "Book" AND EMP.Name.Time2 = "Ed" 
and returns the following answer 
Time 
Note that  this query finds the lifespans of the  (temporally grouped) SQLh tuples for which &V 
was know11 as "Ed" at some point in time. This query returns the correct answer because of the 
grouping mechanism of SQLh. 
In contrast to  this, the following TSQL2 query 
S E L E C T  VALID(E) 
F R O M  EMP(Name, DeptName) AS E 
WHERE E.DeptName = "Book" AND E.Name = "Ed" 
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returns the  answer {[4/1/87 - 12/31/87]) which is incorrect. This TSQL2 query returns incorrect 
answer because it cannot access the  whole employment history of ED, but rather only those records 
that  correspond t o  ED when his name was "Ed." Furthermore, since TSQL2 without surrogates 
does not support grouping, it is impossible t o  retrieve the correct employrnent history of ED, uiiless 
the  queryer knows all the names that  E D  had throughout his employment history, which may be 
? 
arc unreasonable requirement imposed on the user by the DBMS developer. 
To illustrate still another problenl with temporally ungrouped queries, assume that  ED'S em- 
ployment history was incorrectly specified in Figure 1, and assume that  liis salary was 35K rather 
than 40K since January 1, 1989 (while he was called Edward). This means tha t  t he  record (Edward, 
40, M, 7/1/55, Book, [1/1/88 - NOW]) i11 Figure 1 should be replaced with two records 
(Edward, 40, M, 7/1/55, Book, 11/1/88 - 12/31/88]) 
(Edward, 35, M, 7/1/55, Boolc, 11/1/89 - NOW]) 
Then consider the query 
E x a m p l e  7 "I-low many employees had salaries which were always rising (i.e, riever decreased 
over time)?" 
This query can be expressed in SQLh as 
S E L E C T  COUNT (NAME) 
F R O M  EMP 
WHERE NAME NOT IN 
( S E L E C T  EMP.NAME : TIME1 
F R O M  EMP : TIMEI,  TIME2 
WHERE EMP.SAL.TII\/IEl > EMP.SAL.TIME2 AND TIME1 < TSME2) 
The  answer to  this query is 1 (for Di). Note that  Ed is not counted in the filial ariswer because he 
received a cut in his salary on January 1, 1989. 
If we express this query in TSQL2 as 
S E L E C T  COUNT UNIQUE (NAME) 
F R O M  EMP 
WHERE NAME NOT IN 
( S E L E C T  SNAPSHOT E1.NAME 
F R O M  EMP AS E l  E2 
WHERE E1.Salary > E2.Salary AND 
E1.Name = E2.Narne AND El  precedes E2) 
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then the answer t o  this query is 2 (Ed and Di were counted once, and Edward not a t  all), which is 
incorrect because ED'S salary decreased a t  some point (on January 1, 1989). 
Note that  the TSQL2 query returns incorrect answer for the  same reason as before: it cannot 
properly identify all the records belonging t o  the same logical group of records (ED ill our case). 
These examples show the  importance of grouping since they demonstrate that  temporally un- 
grouped query languages canriot simulate grouping. Nevertheless, the  ternporally ungrouped data  
model has its own advantayes, including the fact that  most of commercial databases at  present are 
based 011 the temporally ungrouped model. Therefore, it is also important to add grouping mecha- 
nisms to  the temporally ungrouped data  model arrd incorporate these mecl-ianisms into temporally 
ungrouped query languages. We consider such mechanisms iri the next section. 
5.4 Querying Temporally Ungrouped Models with Surrogates 
As we explained in Section 3, one way to  support grouping in a temporally ungrouped model is to  
add a surrogate field t o  the structure of a record. For example in Figure 3, we added the field ID 
to  the schema of the EMP relation to  uniquely identify each person in tha t  relation. 
I t  was formally shown in [Clifford et  al., 19941 that a canonical ternporally urlgroupecl query 
language on databases with surrogates have the same expressive power as Lh ,  the formal specification 
of the language S Q L h  we have used here. This means that  surrogates siniulate grouping a t  the 
data  modeling and data  querying levels. To illustrate these concepts, we will show iri this section 
how TSQL2 queries on temporally ungrouped relations with surrogates at tempt  t o  siniulate S Q L h  
queries. 
E x a m p l e  8 Consider the query from Example 5 "Find salary histories of people when they worked 
in tlie Toy department.') T h e  obvious expression of this query in a temporally ungrouped rriodel 
w;th surrogates would be 
S E L E C T  EMP.ID, EMP.Salary 
F R O M  EMP 
WHERE EMP.DeptName = "Toy" 
O R D E R - B Y  EMP.ID 
111 this case, the query retrieves group ID'S in addition to  salaries, arid t he  answer t o  the  query is: 
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Note tha t  this query makes explicit reference to the surrogate EMP.ID in the SELECT and ORDER- 
BY clauses, and it is the  responsibility of the user t o  do this. Moreover, tlie ordering of the tuples 
by the surrogate EMP.ID is crucial for the  user t o  make arty sense of the list of the tuples in 
the answer. In fact, ordering the tuples by the surrogate ID only partially provides tlie temporal 
grouping information. The  user is still required to  search tlie answer table, which can ofterr be quite 
large, and find those places where the surrogate values change, iri order to  form the  groups. Thus, 
this solution only approximates the  solution provided by inherently ter~iporally grouped niodels, 
and imposes more of a burden on the user. 
VALID 
12/1/82 - 5/31/82] 
ID 
100 
100 
100 
101 
101 
101 
Example 9 Consider the query from Example 6, i.e. "Find the  times when ED was working in 
the Book department." Assume tha t  the queryer knows tliat ED was ltriowri as "Ed" at sorne point 
in time. This query can be expressed correctly in TSQL2 with surrogates as 
Salary 
20 
SELECT VALID(E2) 
FROM (SELECT ID, Name 
FROM EMP 
WI-IERE DeptName = "Book") AS E l  E2 
WHERE E1.Name = "Ed" AND E1.ID = E2.ID 
30 
40 
30 
40 
50 
It would ret,tlrrl tllie answer {[4/1/87 - 12/31/87], [1/1/88 - NOVV) (or after coalescing, {[4/1/87 - 
NOW])). In other words, this query first selects the  tuples corresponding to  tlie "Book" departmerit 
and calls the resulting relatiori E l  or E2. Then it retrieves the  tuples corresponding to  "Ed" and 
takes all the tuples iri the relatiori E2 tha t  have the  same group IDS (i.e belong t o  the sarne group) - 
as the tuples corresponding t o  Ed. Clearly, this TSQL2 query with group IDS simulates the SQLh 
query from Example 6. It can simulate this SQLh query because surrogates simulate the grouping 
mechanism of SQLh. 
- .  , 
[6/1/82 - 1/31/85] 
[2/1/85 - 1/31/87] 
[1/1/82 - 7/31/84] 
[8/1/84 - 8/31/86] 
[9/1/86 - NOW] 
Example 10 Consider the query from Example 7 "I-JLow marry employees liad salaries wliicli were 
a j  ways rising (i.e. never decreased over time)?" The obvious expressiorl of this query in a temporally 
ungrouped model with surrogates would be 
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SELECT COUNT UNIQUE (ID) 
F R O M  EMP 
WHERE ID NOT IN 
( S E L E C T  SNAPSHOT E1.ID 
F R O M  EMP AS El ,  EMP AS E2 
WHERE E1.Salary > E2.Salary El.1D = E2.IU AND E l  precedes E2) 
and returns the  correct answer 1. 
These three examples illustrate potential solutions t o  the queries discussed in Section 5.3 withist 
a hypothetical temporally ungrouped model with surrogates to  simulate temporal grouping. In 
fact, the TSQL2 proposal has some additional problems with these queries besides tlie ories already 
out in Example 8. First of all, TSQL2 does not allow surrogates in the outermost SELECT 
clause because of their "special semantics." In particular, [Snodgrass et a]., 19941 says that  
Surrogates are unique identifiers that can be compared for equality, but the values of 
which cannot  be seen b y  the users.  
Thus, it appears to  be impossible to  properly express tlie query from Example 8 in TSQL2 even 
with its a t tempt  to  simulate grouping wit11 the surrogate mechanism. In addition, it is riot clear 
whether the  query from Example 10 is valid in TSQL2 because the interactior~ between aggregates 
and surrogates is not discussed in the TSQL2 proposal [Sriodgrass et al., 1994bj. 
In summary, we have shown in this section tha t  querying temporally urlgrouped historical inodels 
can be problematic: the  answers that  some queries return may not correspoild t o  what the user 
has in mind, and there is no way to  obtain the  information that  the user wants to  obtain, given 
his or her knowledge of the  data. We have also shown how the query languages for the teinporally 
g~ouped  models solve the problenis encountered by the  temporally ungrortped rnoctels. We pointed 
o : l ~  that there are problems related to  the  proper semantics of surrogates wliicl~ remain to  be 
scsolved before it is clear tha t  the TSQL2 language proposal is capable of representing t ime series 
data properly. Firlally, even if the problems with surrogates were worked out,  we showed tliat rnariy 
queries in temporally grouped models are simpler to express thart their couilterpart in a teinporally 
ungrouped model with surrogates, because such a model places the burden of the management of 
the surrogates a t  the user or conceptual level, instead of building this management into the  model 
itself, and leaving the management of surrogates and such things to  the implementation level. 
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6 Conclusions 
The temporal database models in the literature have been effectively characterized in 
[Clifford et  al., 19941 as either temporally ungrouped or temporally grouped. Altllougll for a long 
time i t  was thought that  these two approaches were equivalent, [Clifford et al., 19941 proved tha t  
they were not and tha t  the temporally grouped approach was more expressive. 
In this paper we discussed the effort in the temporal database commurlity towards the devel- 
oprnent of a temporal SQIi standard, the so-called language TSQL2. This effort is an at tempt  
to  consolidate all of the many proposals in the literature for query languages based upon tem- 
porally ungrouped models. This is an important effort supported by NSF and DARPA tha t  has 
also attracted the  attention of some of the database vendors. It should help to  move some of the 
theoretical results from the temporal database research community into the  realm of comiriercial 
database systems. While we support this effort as an immediate and practical solution to  providing 
better temporal support within the  context of the SQL-92 standard, we believe that  the  temporally 
grouped approach better models the temporal nature of data .  
Therefore, in this paper we presented a detailed comparison between the grouped and ungrouped 
approaches, focusir~g on the process of updating arid querying the  temporal database, siiice that  is 
what is of most interest to  the end user. We argued that  the grouped model is better suited than 
the ungrouped model for querying arid updating temporal data .  Intuitively, tliis is tlie case because 
the grouped model represents t ime varying attributes as functions of time, i.e., as t ime series, arid 
provides for the direct manipulation of these objects tha t  naturally arise when inodeling temporal 
phenomena. In contrast to  this, the ungrouped model has t o  simulate this functionality, and, as we 
argue in the paper, cannot do so adequately or naturally in a number of situations. 
In this paper, we discussed further tlle approach introduced in [Clifford et  al., 19941 to  extend 
terrlporally urigrouped nlodels with a carefully controlled system surrogate to  "simulate" grouping. 
While we showed in [Clifford et al., 19941 that  this techniqrie is formally ecjuivalerit to the grouped 
approach, in this paper we argued that  as a conceptual level model, such as TSQL2, this approach 
seems t o  be  less natural and less convenient than directly modeling time-varying attribute values 
as first-class objects, as the temporally grouped approach does. 
In the  course of this discussion we pointed out tha t  t he  TSQL2 language design is a compromise, 
cclnstrained by the need to be upwardly compatible with the  existing relational rnodel of SQL-92. 
Thus, its designers felt the need to remain in the realm of first normal form relations, and t o  make as 
tittle changes as possible to  the standard SQL view of da ta  and of querying. We note tha t  altliough 
the TSQL2 proposal currently allows for a SURROGATE da ta  type, it still has some problems with 
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supporting this da ta  type. Moreover, as we observed in the paper, TSQL2 delegates the tasks of 
creation, deletion, and retrieval of grouped temporal tuples to  the end-user, whereas a temporally 
grouped model has this functionality built in. We hope that this paper, by demonstrating the 
advantages of temporal grouping and some of the problems with incorporating surrogates a t  the 
conceptual level, might contribute to  a further refinement of the surrogate notion in TSQL2. 
i 
Finally, we believe that the effort to  influence the  design of the  SQL3 standard, in order to 
have a truly satisfactory treatment of temporal data,  ought to be focused on ensuring tha t  SQL3 
incorporate ternporal grouping as a fundamental construct. The  proponents of the object-oriented 
approach to data  modeling have argued that  in many applications information is complex in struc- 
ture  and cannot be  easily represented in the classical relational model. The  preliminary design of 
SQL3 ([Committee, 19931) incorporates this philosophy by allowi~lg the represerltation of con~plex 
objects with object identifiers. We liltewise believe that  the evidence prese~lted in this paper indi- 
cdtes tha t  the  effective modeling of temporal data  requires direct modeling of t he  complex nature 
of temporal information, that  is, the modelirig of temporal grouping at the conceptual level. 
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Appendix: An Example Enterprise 
In this Appendix, we present an example of a fragment of an enterprise model as specified in 
[Snodgrass et  al., 19941. In this application, an orgariization models informatioil about its employees 
and the departments in which they work. The  conceptual model for tliis applicatiori, represerited 
as ari E-R diagram, is taken from [Snodgrass et al., 19941 arid is shown iri Figure ??. (Note tha t  
the underlined attributes represent the entity keys, and tha t  all attributes are co~lsidered to  be 
time-varying). 
There are three entity sets: 
1. The  entity set Emp models the history of tliose employees which are of interest to the  orga- 
nization. In particular, it models the liistory of their N a m e ,  S a l a r y ,  Gender arid date of birth 
( D - b i r t h ) .  While the riame and salary of an employee vary over time, both the gerider and 
the date of birth are assumed t o  be  time-invariant. T h e  Gender attribute of Emp is orie-of 
' ' F  (female) and ' 'M' ' (male). 
2. The entity set Dept models the history of Departments within the orgariizatiorl. 111 particular, 
it models the  history of their N a m e  arid their Budget. Millilt: the buclget of a tiepartrnerlt varies 
over time, the name is assumed to  be time-invariarit4. 
4We think tha t  except in very rare cases it is unreasonable in a temporal database to  make the  absullip- 
tion that  any attr ibute will be tirne-irivariar~t. Ilowever, this assulnptiori is made for t l ~ e  Uepartrl~elit Name 111 
[Snodgrass et al.,  19941, so we will keep tha t  assurnption here. 
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Name Skill 
Figure 4: ER Diagram of Enterprise. 
3.  The  entity set Skill models the history of a set of skills which are of lilterest to the orgar~izatiori. 
They are represented by a single attribute, N a m e ,  which records the llarlies of iridividual skills. 
The  name of a skill is time-invariant. 
In addition t o  these entity sets, there are three relationsllips amorig them which are to  be 
rilodeled for the enterprise: 
1. The  relationship set EmpSkill models the history of a many-to-marly relationship set be- 
tween Employees and Skills, specifically, the relationship of hauzny a giver1 skill. T h e  skills 
of an employee may vary over time. For example, employees are corlsidered to  Iiave tlle skill 
"driving" only during those interval(s) when they hold valid licenses. 
2. The  relationship set EmpDept models the history of the time-varying many-to-one relatiuri- 
ship between Employees and Departments, specifically, the relatioi~sliip of working i n  a give11 
department. 
3. The  relationship set MgrDept models the history of tlle t ime-varyi~~g 1-1 relatiorisliip be- 
tween Employees arid Departments, specifically, the, i.elatio~iship of rncinczgzny a give11 ciepart- 
merit (on a given date, orie department has one manager). 
Note that none of these relationships is represented explicitly as a relation in the body of the 
paper. Relationship ( I )  is omitted for space purposes; relationships (2) and (3) ,  1)eing N:l and 
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1:1, respectively, are represented ill the standard way by migrating tlie foreig~i key into ilie EMp 
relation. Note tha t  this raises the issue of referent ia l  in tegr i t y  whicl-1, while orthogonal to the 
temporally grouped/ternporally ungrouped distinction discussed in the paper, is ~iorietheless an 
i~iteresting question in the realm of ternporal databases. A discussiori of some of the important 
aspects of this issue appears in [Clifford and Croker, 19881. 
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